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George Carlin’s clever one-liner about his approach to everyday
life is not only followed by free-spirited comedians, but it is also
the mantra of some business owners. Take a business that begins

with a brilliant idea, a cutting-edge product or a unique service developed
by two business partners who decide to form a company. For different rea-
sons, ownership of the company is split 60/40, creating majority and mi-
nority owners. The majority owner assumes the roles of company
president and chair of the board of directors. Everything is going great,
until one day the owners disagree on a big decision, and then later, several
smaller decisions. Things snowball, and the majority owner begins to uni-
laterally run the company, terminates the minority’s employment, stops
sharing the company’s profits and cuts off the minority’s access to credit
cards and bank accounts. The minority owner has no control, needs a pay-
check and has no way to sell his minority interest to anyone other than the
majority owner, who is happy to buy the same at a deep discount. This is a
clear-cut example of how a majority owner can use his or her control to
oppress and squeeze out a minority owner. It happens every day, regard-
less of laws designed to prevent it. Those laws are many times considered,
in George Carlin’s words, mere suggestions to majority owners.

Minority Oppression in 
Limited Liability Companies:
The Birth of a New Claim or a Hole in the Law?

By Douglas B. Hargett and G. Bartley Loftin, III

“I don’t like to
think of laws as
rules you have to
follow, but more
as suggestions.”

George Carlin
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Minority shareholders in closely-held corporations
can file a claim for corporate oppression and squeeze-
out against abusive majority shareholders to remedy
these actions. In Alabama, however, no clear legal
precedent can be found, neither statutory nor common
law, authorizing minority members of a limited liabil-
ity company (LLC) to pursue an oppression claim
under Alabama law. Alabama caselaw discussing op-
pression in LLCs is non-existent, which the Alabama
Supreme Court alluded to in DGB, LLC v. Hinds.1

Caselaw addressing LLC member disputes where op-
pression might have been raised is scarce. Alabama
trial courts are left considering competing arguments
in different cases involving oppression in LLCs,
which has and will continue to lead to inconsistent
rulings throughout the state at the trial level. This arti-
cle discusses many of the arguments for and against
the recognition of an oppression claim in the LLC
context, taking into consideration standing precedent
in closely-held corporation oppression cases.

What is Minority Oppression
And Squeeze-Out?
The genesis of corporate oppression or squeeze-out

can be found in the 1978 decision of the Alabama
Supreme Court in Burt v. Burt Boiler Works, Inc.2 The
claim has evolved over the last 37 years, but the basic
tenets of a corporate oppression claim set out in Burt
remain intact: “Majority shareholders owe a duty to at
least act fairly to the minority interests, and the major-
ity cannot avoid that duty merely because the action
taken was legally authorized.”3 Majority shareholders
cannot “deprive the minority shareholders of their just
share of the corporate gains.”4 Oppression typically
occurs when majority shareholders assume the multi-
ple roles of owners, directors and officers, creating
the perfect environment for majority dominance over
the minority. The only thing needed is a catalyst (e.g.,
disagreement, greed or something else) to trigger the
majority to abuse their power. This scenario leads to
minority shareholders being denied a “voice in the
operation of the business,” deprived of “income from
their interest in the business” and “holding stock
which pays no dividends and which cannot, as a prac-
tical matter, be sold.”5 As the terms suggest, majority
shareholders can use their control to “oppress” (i.e.,

unfairly or unjustly use authority or power to prevent
others from enjoying their rights) or “squeeze out”
(i.e., actions taken in an attempt to eliminate or reduce
an interest) minority shareholders.6

Because closely-held companies are owned or con-
trolled by a few individuals, unlike public or widely-
held corporations, oppression in closely-held
corporations was established in “recognition that a
close corporation enterprise often ‘acquires many of
the attributes of a partnership or sole proprietorship
and ceases to fit neatly into the classical corporate
scheme.’”7 Shareholders in closely-held corporations
view themselves as business partners who will share
in the company’s gains; however, majority sharehold-
ers and members can systematically discriminate
against the minority by refusing to pay distributions,
bonuses and salaries, excluding the minority from po-
sitions and eliminating other privileges and benefits.8

Oppression claims are often evaluated by comparing
the benefits received by the majority to the benefits
distributed to the minority to determine whether the
company’s gains have been proportionately shared.9

Oppression’s Growing Pains:
More Questions than Answers
There has been much debate about the nature of a

shareholder oppression claim, leading to more ques-
tions than answers. Oppression is now almost four
decades old in Alabama. By legal standards, oppres-
sion is still in its infancy when compared to other
claims that have developed since the formation of Al-
abama’s judiciary system two centuries ago. Oppres-
sion has had its fair share of growing pains since Burt.
Considerable time has been spent by practicing attor-
neys, legal scholars and Alabama courts attempting to
develop a workable, consistent body of law by review-
ing and, in many instances, adopting oppression prece-
dent from other jurisdictions, and comparing and
contrasting oppression with similar causes of action in
Alabama. Some early questions concerned whether
oppression was a contract or tort claim, whether op-
pression was a derivative claim that must be brought
on behalf of the company or a direct claim that can be
asserted by and against an individual shareholder and
whether a separate claim for oppression was necessary
because the claim arguably falls under the umbrella of
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established breach of fiduciary duty
law.10 Even with decades of legal
precedent, there are still conflicting
answers to these questions. The side
of the case an attorney represents
(plaintiff or defendant, minority or
majority, company or shareholder)
will likely determine the answers he
or she gives when arguing these is-
sues before trial and appellate
courts, and there is legal authority to
support most positions taken.
This is not the case in the LLC

context. To the contrary, there is no
direct legal authority in Alabama
that can be used to analyze a claim
for oppression of a minority mem-
ber of an LLC because this claim
has not yet been formally recog-
nized by Alabama appellate courts.
Common sense and general princi-
ples of fairness and equity lead to
the conclusion that the tactics used
by majority shareholders in closely-
held corporations can also be used
by majority or controlling members
of LLCs to oppress and squeeze out
minority members. If a claim for
minority oppression of LLC mem-
bers is authorized in Alabama, ex-
isting corporate oppression law can
be borrowed and tweaked by courts
to resolve future cases and ease the
growing pains associated with this new claim. How-
ever, the statutory framework governing LLCs, which
does not contain an express duty owed by the majority
to the minority, combined with the overtly contractual
nature of the LLC entity, may lead courts to altogether
dismiss this claim.

DGB, LLC v. Hinds:A Hole in
The Law and Need for Clarity
Both proponents and opponents of a cause of action

for minority oppression of LLC members frequently cite
Hinds, a June 30, 2010 decision of the Alabama
Supreme Court. In Hinds, three individual investors

owned a 100 percent interest in DGB,
LLC. DGB, LLC, in turn, owed a 40
percent minority member interest in
Bon Harbor, LLC. The controlling 60
percent majority ownership interest
of Bon Harbor, LLC was owned by
other members. DGB, LLC and its
three members asserted a cause of ac-
tion for what they called “shareholder
oppression” related to oppressive ac-
tions allegedly taken by the majority
members of Bon Harbor, LLC that
harmed the minority’s interest in a
multi-million dollar real estate devel-
opment.11 In support of their oppres-
sion claim, DGB, LLC and its three
members relied on § 10-12-21(h), the
predecessor to § 10A-5-3.03(h), argu-
ing that “‘[a] member shall discharge
the duties to a member-managed
company and its other members
under this chapter or under the oper-
ating agreement and exercise any
rights consistently with the obligation
of good faith and fair dealing.’” Re-
fusing this argument and affirming
the trial court’s dismissal of the op-
pression claim, the Alabama Supreme
Court stated that the “investors have
not cited any Alabama authority
showing that § 10-12-21(h) applies
… or that 10-12-21(h) supports a
claim of ‘shareholder oppression.’”12

In its analysis and holding, the court’s silence is deafen-
ing. The court did not hold in favor of or against the
recognition of a claim for minority oppression of LLC
members in Alabama. The court did not decide in the af-
firmative or negative that majority LLC members owed
a duty to act fairly to the interests of minority LLC
members. Rather, the court was silent on these issues,
and limited its reasoning for affirming the dismissal of
the oppression claim, stating: “It is not the function of
this court to do a party’s legal research or to make and
address legal arguments for a party based on undelin-
eated general propositions not supported by sufficient
authority or argument.”13 This conclusion revealed the
gaping hole in the law when it comes to oppression in
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LLCs. In effect, the Alabama
Supreme Court in Hinds left the door
open for minority LLC members to
pursue a cause of action for oppres-
sion and squeeze-out in future cases
if additional or different legal argu-
ments are made, but would not as-
sume that an actionable claim existed.
Three weeks before Hinds was

decided, the United States Bank-
ruptcy Court for the Northern Dis-
trict of Alabama reached an entirely
different conclusion in In re Dixie
Pellets, LLC.14 There, minority
members of Dixie Pellets, LLC
filed a lawsuit against the majority,
controlling member, Harbert DP,
LLC, in Alabama state circuit court.
Dixie Pellets, LLC later filed a vol-
untary petition for relief with the bankruptcy court,
resulting in the state court lawsuit being removed to
bankruptcy court and pursued in an adversary pro-
ceeding. The minority members of Dixie Pellets, LLC
alleged that the majority member oppressed and at-
tempted to squeeze them out of the LLC by allowing
additional capital to be infused into Dixie Pellets,
LLC that required repayment at an excessive rate of
interest. In its motion to dismiss the oppression claim,
the majority member argued that the minority mem-
bers’ claim was derivative in nature and could not be
asserted by the individual LLC members as a direct
action. Without addressing whether there is a valid
cause of action for oppression in the LLC context or
pointing to a specific fiduciary duty as the court did in
Burt, the bankruptcy court simply cited to longstand-
ing closely-held corporation law, stating: “Alabama
courts ‘recognize oppression and squeeze-out as a dis-
tinctly individual and direct cause of action.’”15 By
taking this approach, in stark contrast to the Alabama
Supreme Court, the bankruptcy court put less empha-
sis on the type of entity and owners involved in the al-
leged oppression, and placed greater weight on the
alleged conduct of the majority and oppressive impact
on the minority. Moreover, unlike the Alabama
Supreme Court in Hinds, the bankruptcy court in
Dixie Pellets considered the oppression claim asserted
by minority LLC members without determining

whether such a claim had been for-
mally authorized by Alabama ap-
pellate courts in the LLC context.
Hinds and Dixie Pellets were de-

cided in different jurisdictions with
neither case setting binding prece-
dent for the other to follow, but the
complete opposite outcomes
reached by the two courts illustrate
the recurring conflict that state trial
court judges and practicing attor-
neys face when a minority oppres-
sion claim is alleged by an LLC
member. With the Hinds conclusion
on oppression in LLCs remaining
unaddressed, uncertainty will con-
tinue until the issue is settled by Al-
abama appellate courts or by the
Alabama legislature. Until clarified,

trial court judges must continue to sort through the ar-
guments made on each side, leaving attorneys to
argue their cases to the benefit of one client and other
times failing to another client’s detriment, even
though the cases present virtually indistinguishable
facts and the same legal question–does a cause of ac-
tion for minority oppression exist in LLCs?

Silence of the LLC Statutes
And Limit of Fiduciary Duties
LLCs and closely-held corporations are creatures of

statute, meaning that the formation and governance of
these entities are controlled by the applicable sections
of the Alabama Code.16 Alabama Code § 10A-2-8.31
of the Alabama Business Corporation Law, Alabama
Code §§ 10A-2-1.01, et seq., states that: “sharehold-
ers exercising control … whether by reason of owner-
ship of a majority, or other controlling, interest” have
“fiduciary obligations” to minority shareholders, and
damages, an injunction and other relief may be
awarded to prevent or remedy “oppression” by major-
ity or controlling shareholders.17 The language in this
statute conveys a clear message: in corporations, ma-
jority shareholders’ feet can be held to the fire if they
oppress minority shareholders. There is an express
statutory basis created by the legislature protecting
minority shareholders from oppression and imposing
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a fiduciary duty on majority or controlling sharehold-
ers to treat minority shareholders fairly. The language
of this statute first appeared in Alabama Code § 10-
2B-8.31, the predecessor to § 10A-2-8.31, in 1994,
and codified the shareholder oppression cause of ac-
tion established in Burt. The second comment to § 10-
2B-8.31 stated the reason for statutorily adopting
minority shareholder oppression as follows:

It is noteworthy that the provision applies to ma-
jority or controlling shareholders, to the extent fi-
duciary duties may be imposed upon them, as well
as directors, officers, and employees of a corpora-
tion. There is a recent line of cases involving pro-
tection of minority holders against “freeze-out”
activities by the majority, where, in small, closely-
held corporations, a standard breach of fiduciary
duty closer to that of partners is suggested.18

Thus, the “recent line of cases” (i.e., common law
created by Alabama courts prior to 1994) led the legis-
lature to create a statutory fiduciary duty in favor of
minority shareholders because the relationship between
shareholders in closely-held corporations was, for all
practical purposes, a partnership. The legislature’s mo-
tivation for recognizing oppression in closely-held cor-
porations by statute is important because the initial
Alabama LLC Act also went into effect in 1994, creat-
ing the LLC entity in Alabama to offer business owners
“the corporate characteristic of limited liability com-
bined with the favorable tax treatment afforded to part-
nerships.”19 However, no anti-oppression statute was
inserted into the Alabama LLC Act in 1994, and one
has not been included in subsequent versions.
The current Alabama Limited Liability Company Law

(ALLCL), Alabama Code §§ 10A-5-1.01, et seq., pro-
vides that “[a] member owes to the company or its other
members the duty of loyalty and duty of care ….”20

None of the LLC statutes impose a duty on a majority
member to consider the effect of his or her actions on a
minority member before acting, and the word “oppress”
is not used in any form. In fact, § 10A-5-3.03(i) states
that a “member of a member-managed company does
not violate a duty or obligation under this chapter or
under the operating agreement merely because the mem-
ber’s conduct furthers the member’s own interest.” An
oppression claim would seem to conflict directly with
this subsection of the statute. Moreover, the Alabama

Supreme Court previously held in Hinds that the duty of
“good faith and fair dealing” set out in Alabama Code §
10A-5-3.03(h) did not, standing along, create a claim for
minority oppression in the LLC context. Proponents ar-
guing for a cause of action for minority oppression in
LLCs, therefore, find little help in the plain language of
the ALLCL, and will find no additional assistance in the
new ALLCL of 2014.21

Common “Seeds” of 
Oppression in LLCs and Other
Closely-Held Businesses
While there is not a statutory duty forbidding major-

ity or controlling LLC members from oppressing mi-
nority LLC members, make no mistake that LLCs,
just like closely-held corporations, are equally suscep-
tible to oppression. The chosen legal structure does
not lessen the likelihood of oppression in a small
company, irrespective of whether the entity is an
LLC, closely-held corporation, partnership or sole
proprietorship. The leading treatise on oppression,
O’Neal and Thompson’s Oppression of Minority
Shareholders and LLC Members, sums up the
dilemma faced by minority owners of LLCs and other
small businesses as follows:

LLCs are now set up to follow the experience of
close corporations where participants similarly
chose the corporation for liability and tax rea-
sons and encountered unexpected problems
down the line after a falling out among the par-
ties when the corporate norms led to uses of cen-
tralized power that did not match the
expectations of the parties. ‘In short, the factors
that contribute to a failure to effectively contract
for protection in the close corporation are likely
to produce the same outcome in the LLC. Those
factors stem primarily from the traits of small
business owners and the small business setting
itself, rather than from characteristics of the legal
structure that is used to conduct the business.’

* * * * *

[C]ourts regularly refer to both partnership and
corporate precedents in interpreting LLC
statutes…. It is not unusual for courts to simply
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apply corporate law precedent and actually label
the LLC as a corporation without acknowledg-
ment of the difference…. LLCs have the same
‘seeds’ of oppression discussed elsewhere in this
treatise–a lack of market for ownership interests
and no exit via the statute, an intimate multifac-
eted relationship between the parties and statu-
tory norms or contractual settings permitting
exclusive majority control that may be difficult
to square with parties’ expectations. To that ex-
tent, oppression discussions common to close
corporations recur in LLCs.22

Every small or closely-held business having more
than one ownership group that is divided into major-
ity and minority classes is susceptible to oppression–a
reality accepted by different jurisdictions around the
country.23 This provides a strong, common-sense rea-
son for acknowledging a cause of action for oppres-
sion in the LLC context.

“Specific Type” of Fiduciary
Duty Owed by Majority to
Minority Members
Burt was the seminal case in Alabama establishing a

claim for shareholder oppression, and has served as the
foundation and jumping-off point for the analysis of
subsequent oppression cases. To understand oppression
law in Alabama and determine if it should apply to
LLCs, one must look to the reasoning of the Alabama
Supreme Court at the time the cause of action was cre-
ated. The court in Burt defined oppression as a breach
of fiduciary duty–then a common law, judicially-cre-
ated fiduciary duty owed by majority shareholders to
minority shareholders–in the following manner:

‘Where several owners carry on an enterprise to-
gether (as they usually do in a close corporation),
their relationship should be considered a fiduciary
one similar to the relationship among partners. The
fact that the enterprise is incorporated should not
substantially change the picture…. [C]ontrolling
shareholders, in some circumstances at least, owe
fiduciary duties to the minority shareholders … and
the courts will require them (whether they act in
their capacity as shareholders or through directors
or officers whom they control) to observe accepted

standards of business ethics in transactions affect-
ing rights of minority shareholders.’ …. The major-
ity has the right to control; but when it does so, it
occupies a fiduciary relation toward the minority,
as much so as the corporation itself or its officers
and directors.’”24

In Brooks v. Hill, the Alabama Supreme Court ex-
pounded upon the fiduciary duty created in Burt, stat-
ing that the oppression claim was meant to be a
remedy for “a more specific type of unfairness” than
that of a standard breach of fiduciary duty by an offi-
cer or director.25 Thus, a run-of-the-mill breach of fi-
duciary duty claim against officers or directors for
violating the duties of loyalty and care, which could
be brought on behalf of the corporation derivatively
or in some circumstances as a direct claim, was
deemed insufficient to address the harms caused by
oppression. This is because oppression results from a
unique, specific “fiduciary duty running directly from
shareholder to shareholder in a close corporation,” re-
sulting in direct injury to a minority owner.26

It is important to keep in mind that, when analyzing
whether a minority oppression claim should be accepted
in the LLC context, a cause of action for minority op-
pression is in the same legal family as breach of fiduci-
ary duty. Alabama courts have, on several occasions,
allowed a direct cause of action for breach of fiduciary
duty against majority or controlling LLC members in
cases where a claim for minority oppression could have
been asserted but, for whatever reason, was not.27 While
none of these cases went so far as to adopt a claim for
minority oppression in the LLC context, Alabama ap-
pellate courts in Harbison v. Strickland and Polk v. Polk
borrowed from Brooks and Fulton v. Callahan, founda-
tional shareholder oppression cases in Alabama, as well
as general closely-held corporation law, to reach the
conclusion that the controlling member of an LLC
owed fiduciary duties to the non-controlling member
comparable to the fiduciary duties owed in corpora-
tions, partnerships and limited partnerships.28

The court in Harbison stuck to the fiduciary duties
stated in the LLC’s operating agreement, and the du-
ties of loyalty, care and good faith and fair dealing
that the court deemed implicitly incorporated into the
operating agreement from the Alabama Code. Had a
minority oppression claim been asserted in Harbison,
it may have provided the Alabama Supreme Court
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with a prime opportunity to resolve
this issue in the LLC context.
In Hinds, the Alabama Supreme

Court dismissed the minority oppres-
sion claim for lack of supporting
legal arguments, but it reversed the
trial court’s dismissal of the breach of
fiduciary duty claim, finding that a
special “fiduciary and confidential re-
lationship” exists between LLC
members “as reasonably to inspire
confidence that [a controlling mem-
ber] will act in good faith for the
other’s interests,” particularly where
the controlling member has “influ-
ence or superiority over the other,”
“the parties do not deal on equal
terms,” “an unfair advantage is possi-
ble” and “dominion may be exercised
by one person over another.”29 This
language is remarkably similar to that
used by Alabama courts to describe
oppression and the relationship be-
tween majority and minority business
owners. The court in Hindswent be-
yond simply citing to the fiduciary
duties in the operating agreement and
the implicit duties of loyalty, care and
good faith and fair dealing, and ex-
tended the fiduciary duties of LLC
members described in Harbison to in-
clude new common law duties. The
language used to explain the “fidu-
ciary and confidential relationship”
between majority and minority LLC
members in Hinds is virtually identi-
cal to the “specific type” of fiduciary
duty described in the long line of shareholder oppression
cases beginning with Burt.
Courts in other jurisdictions have reached similar con-

clusions, allowing direct claims by minority LLC mem-
bers against majority or controlling members. In a Utah
case, Banyan Inv. Co., LLC v. Evans, the majority mem-
ber of an LLC argued that the minority should not be al-
lowed to pursue a direct action against individual
officers because Utah’s closely-held corporation excep-
tion allowing a direct action by a minority shareholder

against a majority or controlling
shareholder (equivalent to share-
holder oppression in Alabama) did
not apply to LLCs.30 The Utah Court
of Appeals shot down the majority
member’s argument, noting that
while a standard breach of fiduciary
duty claim is derivative in nature and
belongs to the corporation, an LLC
member should be allowed to pursue
a direct action when the injury is
“distinct” from that suffered by the
company, just like shareholders of
closely-held corporations, because
the “similarities between corpora-
tions and LLCs makes it illogical to
limit the exception to corporations.”31

The Road Ahead
For Minority LLC
Members
As Alabama law currently stands,

minority LLC members cannot pur-
sue a cause of action for minority op-
pression against a controlling or
majority member. An oppressed LLC
member is limited to asserting claims
for breach of the operating agree-
ment, statutory violations of the du-
ties of loyalty, care and good faith
and fair dealing and breach of fiduci-
ary duty against officers or directors.
Hinds left the door open for Alabama
appellate courts to recognize a cause
of action for minority oppression in

future LLC cases. Good arguments can be made for and
against a new claim to benefit oppressed, minority LLC
members. The close legal relation between LLCs and
other closely-held businesses that already allow a cause
of action for oppression, combined with the significant
overlap of language used by courts to describe the rela-
tionship of minority and majority owners across differ-
ent entities, will make it difficult for Alabama courts to
draw a distinction and avoid adopting minority oppres-
sion in LLCs. Regardless of the ultimate decision by 
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Alabama appellate courts, the need for clarification is
obvious. The rights and interests of minority and major-
ity LLC members alike are being decided inconsistently
every time a motion to dismiss or motion for summary
judgment is granted or denied by trial courts throughout
Alabama who view minority oppression in the LLC con-
text differently and have no clear precedent to follow. �
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